
The first patent pending rifle bullet designed to 
constantly out preform all FBI Protocol tests in 

ballistic gel testing.

Below image is of a .300 Blackout HELO SR 
penetrating the optimal Range in ballistic gel, 

15.5 inches.

FEATURES

• Jacketless solid copper hollow point with patent pending dual 
 expansion cavity projectile.

• Patent pending sintered copper / tin partition tip that unlike plastic is 
 constructed of a metal alloy which defeats barriers but release 
 upon contact with soft tissue allowing full expansion.

• Match-grade accuracy projectile when paired with sintered tip which 
 will not melt or deform due to friction with air retaining its 
	 ballistic	coefficient.

• Patent pending precision dual cavity and skives allows for   
 consistent expansion even at reduced velocities.   

• Law enforcement pistol variants will defeat soft body armor allowing 
 the use of submachine guns to effectively neutralize an up-armored 
 subject but will not over penetrate an unarmored subject.

• Projectile coated in black oxide to prevent copper fouling and 
 reduce barrel friction.

• Nickel cased for reliable feeding and extraction.

• Every cartridge is run through state-of-the-art laser and high-speed  
 camera inspection machines and each round is check weighed to  
 verify a powder charge within .5 of a grain.

• Bullet designs developed on state-of-the-art custom software which 
 modeled group sizes millions of times to achieve the most accurate  
	 bullet	profile

THE NEW 

HELO SR 
PRODUCT FAMILY
Blind to a Barrier. Programmed to Penetrate.

National Police Ammunition
451 E 10th Court Hialeah, Fl 33010 
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NATIONAL POLICE AMMUNITION

MATCH-GRADE PROFILE

PATENTED PENDING 
SINTERED RAM INSERT

TAPERED BOAT TAIL

PATENTED PENDING DUAL 
EXPANSION CAVITY PROJECTILE

Miami-Dade SRT is the 1st adopter of the 
HELO SR .300 Blackout 110gr for full time duty use

3/4"
.750

NEW INDUSTRY BREAKTHROUGH PATENT 
PENDING(S) TECHNOLOGIES



National Police Ammunition saw this as a challenge and immediately requested performance specifications for a substitute 
cartridge, and upper receiver they were given the following: 

•	 A	rifle	bullet	that	would	score	well	in	the	FBI	pistol	test	protocol.
• The bullet must hold a minimum of 3” group from an 8” barrel, suppressed at 100 yards.
• Could reliably function at a minimum of 500 rounds before light cleaning was required.
• Upper receiver length could not exceed 15” including the suppressor.
•	 Ability	to	defeat	soft	body	armor	(NIJ3A)	out	to	100	yards.
• Tested to defeat hurricane impact glass.

After researching various calibers, it was decided that a .300 Blackout (formally known as a .300 Whisper) would be the best 
candidate to accomplish the project’s goals for the following reasons:

1. A wide variety of projectile selections. 
2. Retains all the parts of a standard AR15 in .223 and only requires the barrel to be replaced.
3. Subsonic ammunition could be utilized and will reliably cycle, unlike the .223

As	 a	 result	 of	 other	manufacturer’s	 bullets	 inability	 to	meet	 the	 required	 specifications,	 NPA	 began	 to	 experiment	 with	 its	 frangible	
technology. NPA created a frangible sintered tip which was inserted into a patent pending solid copper .300 Blackout bullet which performed 
consistently	through	multiple	FBI	pistol	protocol	tests.		NPA	has	created	a	new	patent	pending	technology	bullet	named	the	HELO	SR.		The	
new	40	gr	.300	Blackout	HELO	SR	out-performed	a	62gr	.223	bonded	bullet	which	had	test	results	that	varied	drastically	in	the	same	tests.

Costs and Training Rounds: 
•	 The	match	grade	solid	copper	300	Blackout	HELO	SR	is	less	than	the	combined	cost	of	having	2	duty	rounds.
• The frangible .300 Blackout training round is cost comparable to .223 frangible training rounds.
• Marking paint rounds are now available in .300 Blackout from the company UTM. 
• NPA plans to begin manufacturing a lead-free solid copper training round, it will retain the same point-of-aim and  point-of-impact  
	 ballistics	as	the	.300	Blackout	HELO	SR.

NEW INDUSTRY BREAKTHROUGH PATENT 
PENDING(S) TECHNOLOGIES

WHY DID MAIMI-DADE 
TRANSITION FROM A .223 Rem. 
TO A .300 BLACKOUT CARTRIDGE?

.406" .75"

In	2016,	National	Police	Ammunition	(NPA)	was	introduced	to	the	Miami-
Dade	Special	Response	Team	(SRT)	to	become	a	potential	supplier	of	
frangible	ammunition	to	the	unit.		It	was	noticed	that	the	Special	Response	
Team	was	utilizing	two	(2)	different	duty	rounds.		One	bonded	.223	for	
barriers, and another silver tip for soft targets. The question was asked, 
could one round replace the two existing duty rounds?

<62 grain bonded bullet

PERMANENT WOUND CAVITY 

<110 grain .300 Blackout   
    HELO SR projectile

“Pistol Protocol”
FBI optimal penetration in ballistic gel is between 14 and 17 inches.  Anything below 12 inches 
is not scored and anything above 18 inches is over penetration.

15 1/2"


